Absfmcr-In this paper we show how simple laterally interacting computational entities, i.e. neurons, can be guided by a seldonirt process into spatial patterns that show interesting and purposeful dynamics with regard to a p a r t i d a r utility measure. In other words, if a suitable population of laterally interacting mobile entities exist, it is passible to gradually arrange the entities into a spatial pattern that exhibits the desired dynamics. In this paper, the seleclionist process is implemented with the Stochastic Evolutionary Neuron Migration Pr-s (SENMP) and approach is used to evolve Dynamic Recurrent Neural Networks (DRNNs) for controlling complex dynamic systems such as autonomous mobile robots, for e m p l e . The feasibility and advantsges of the approach are demonstrated by evolving neural controllen for solving a non-Markovian double pole balaneing problem. In addition, we have earlier used SENMP to evolve navigation behaviors for mobile robots in complex simulated and real environments.
I. IN'TKODUCTION
Our original idea was to design, using some mechanism, a spatial pattern of computational entities in nspace with simple lateral interaction rules, which could act as a simple control system for a mobile robot [lo] , and which could adapt to a new environment by undergoing gradual morphological changes. The idea is based on the observation that nature has a remarkable ability to create complex patterns on various scales from physical matter. If these patterns are composed of entities that are able to interact with the environment, i.e. they are not closed systems, a dynamic system emerges in which interactions of entities are inevitably regulated by the physical reality, including space. Assuming that space has an important role in defining the propenies of a dynamic system composed of laterally interacting entities, it is possible to modify the dynamics of the system by altering the spatial pattern formed by the entities.
It is clear that the patterns that exist in living organisms are to a large extent genetically determined. However, an infinite number of non-genetic spatial panerns exist on various scales in the physical world that form dynamic systems which are composed of laterally interacting entities -both living and non-living. These patterns can be a result of physical forces acting in the physical reality, e.g.
the gravity in start systems, or they can be a result of a complex stochastic selection process, i.e. adaptation, as in population dynamics and spatial ecology (91, This practice is based on the assumption that during the evolution of the nervous system neural conduction was preceded by more primitive forms of communication in which signals were propagated directly between neighboring cells. Indeed this form of non-neural communication exists alongside neural conduction in some cnidarians'.
The basic cnidarian nerve net is a two-dimensional network of neurons which has both a sensory and motor capacity, and in which there is no distinction between axons and dendrites -nervous impulses, therefore, propagate in both directions between cells [IS].
SENMP

A. The Encodirig Scheme
Following the original idea, the purpose was to create, through some mechanism, a spatial pattern of computational entities with simple interaction rules. The spatial interaction scheme adopted for this work should have at least the following three properties: lateral interaction, selectively sensitive neuron groups, and feedback. The encoding scheme used in SENMP is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The neighborhood function used to implement the lateral interaction scheme in SENMP is a bell-shaped Gaussian function. The definition of the neighborhood function is given in Eq. 1 which describes the efficacy of the connection between neurons j and k. In Eq. 1 8, and 0, and has the maximum, i,e one, at zero (distance). These properties makes it an ideal candidate for the lateral interaction scheme proposed here. The Gaussian neighborhood function is responsible for defining the absolute physical limits for the efficacy of any connection departing from a neuron.
According Eq. 1, connection weights are implicitly determined by the spatial distribution of neurons and the neurons' phases. The definition of normalized distance d h j between neurons j and k i s given in Eq. 2 where pi = [x,giIT represents a position of the neuron i in 2-space.
In order to break the symmetry of the neighborhood function and to establish both excitatory and inhibitory connections to the network, the variable called phase is introduced for each neuron state. The rationale behind the neuron phase is to provide a way of making neurons selectively more sensitive to some subset of neurons than to others and to create orthogonal groups of neurons. i.e. sets of neurons that do not interact with each other.
The term sin(& ~ 8,) in Eq. 1 is a simple way of breaking the symmetry of the neighborhood function and to provide different connection types using only one variable for each neuron. Furthermore, the phase term has an important role in defining the network topology as it can make a neuron selectively more sensitive to some subset of neurons in the network that to others. Indeed, the phase term is a simpler and more elegant way of tuning the network connectivity than the one used by [I I] and [121, who used excitatory and inhibitory 'connectivity segments' in each neuron defining the connectivity of the evolved neural network. For the segments, the neuron state contained six parameters defining the radius, angular extent and orientation for both excitatory and inhibitory connections.
The rationale behind the feedback factor 0 is that by applying it, each neuron can tune the global feedback effect of the other neurons. More precisely, the outputs of the neurons propagating through the recurrent connections are 
B. The Evolutionay Algorithm
The stochastic motion of neurons establishing the spatial organization of the neural network ensemble was realized by using an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). The fundamental reason for using the stochastic motion of neurons over developmental models [31. [51, 161, [141, 1171, [181, I241 was to avoid heuristic constrai?ts in pattern formation and to overcome the diffculty of designing an artificial genome which develops into a pmicular pattern. In addition, the stochastic process was used to learn and visualize how the neural network ensemble behaves while adapting to the task at hand.
In SENMP, the genotype Gi of the neural network i is a list of influence o2 is initialized with some suitable2 real value and the feedback factor q3 is initialized, in general, to zero for all neurons, meaning no recurrent connections prior to the adaptation process. After the initial neural network ensemble is created, a fitness function f ( G ) is used to assign a fitness for each genotype (neural network) G.
In SENMP, the recombination of genes is implemented usign a factored sampling 121, 1201 based method. This means that the neural network ensemble is represented with a single network composed of a fixed number of neurons, and each neuron having N (i.e. population sue) possible states, i.e. genes. The factored sampling based EA was used to simplify and generalize the implementation of the SENMP and to emphasize the locality principle in the definition of neuron state transitions, i.e. decision about the next state of a neuron is made within the neuron itself based on the global reward received by each state during the previous generation.
Suppose that the neuron's position, phase, feedback factor, time constant and region of influence are encoded in when it is too complicated to sample directly, but when prior p ( X ) can be sampled, and the measurement density p(ZIX) can be evaluated. Factored sampling proceeds by generating a set of N samples d") from ~2 priori p ( X ) and then assigning to each sample a weight -?I(") = p(ZIX = d")) corresponding to the measurement density.
The dn) are normalized to sum 1 and then the weighted set {(s'"', 7'"))) represents an approximation ~( x I z ) to the desired posterior p(XIZ), where a sample is drawn from B(X1Z) by chwsing one of the dn) with probability, d"). As N -05 samples fromfi(X1Z) arbitrarily close approximate fair samples from p(XjZ).
In SENMP, the measurement density p(Z1X) represents the normalized fitness of the state X of a neuron, i.e. a high fimess corresponds to a high probability. Consequently, the posterior p(X1Z) tends to evolve to a dismibution p(XIZ,,,) that tries to maximize the fitness of the set of N samples dn) that represent the possible states of a neuron. When the adaptation process has converged, i.e. the diameter of the neuron distribution is large, the clusters of neurons are fairly localized and correspondingly, the posterior p(X1Z) for each neuron is approximately unimodal. However, at the beginning of the adaptation process, while the diameter of the neuron dismbution is still small 'oz = 0.025 was uscd in the experiments presenled in this work. The purpose of the normalization functions ns(u) and n(u) is to control the shon term variances of the parameters for which the functions are applied". Normalization decreases the effect of mutation into these variables as the diameter of the neuron distribution increases. In other words, the diameter of the neuron distribution can be seen as the temperature of the system. Indeed, the evolution of the diameter of the distribution is a direct analogy to the cooling schedule of the simulated annealing method [13]. However, in SENMP, the 'cooling schedule' is controlled by the evolution process, not by the experimenter. If normalization is not used for the parameters 9, 4, and 7 then ne(v) = n(u) = U.
NON-MARKOVIAN DOUBLE POLE BALANCING PROBLEM
The pole balancing problem was selected for easier comparison of SENMP with existing neuroevolution (NE) methods going beyond the boundaries of the track. The two poles must he of different length to be balanced, i.e. they respond differently to different control inputs [27] . In this problem, the ratio of the natural frequencies of the poles determines the size of the region of controllability [27] .
The state of the cart-pole system, shown in Fig. 2 , is defined by the cart position x and velocity 5, the hrst pole's position and angular velociq 81, and second pole's position 82 and angular velocity 82. The motion equations were simulated by using the 4th order Runge-Kuna method with a step size of 0.02 seconds. All state variables were scaled to [-l.O,l.OI before being fed into the network. The network's output response, i.e. action, serves as a force on the simulated system. The force can get only two distinct values: -ION or ION following the common "bang-bang" approach for controlling the car-pole system. The poles were O.lm and 1.Om long. The initial position of the long pole was randomly selected from the interval [-1,1] degrees and the short pole was set vertical. The length of the track was 2.4m. An acceptable solution for this problem must maintain both poles balanced for 30 minutes of simulated time, i.e. 100,000 time steps. The fitness of the neural network was measured as the number of time steps that both poles remained balanced. A pole was considered balanced between -36 and 36 degrees from vertical. The wn-pole system used in lhe douhlc p l e halancing expenmcas. AD accepiahle solulion, i.e. neural conimller must mainlzin the hatancc of the system for 30 minutes 01 simulated timc wilhuul going hyond thc houndarics of the track.
The "bang-bang" approach enforces the neural controllei to apply non-zero force to the cart, making the cart-pole system unstable. Controlling an unstable and non-lineat system with a neural network can be a difficult problem. Even though the proper behavior of the system might be describable, it is difficult to provide training examples for a supervised learning method for a system with complex dynamics. Under such conditions, a gradient-bared search of the weight space for minimum error is unsuitable, making an Evolutionary Computation (EC) based procedure more attractive for addressing these kind of control problems.
In the non-Markovian version of the double pole balancing problem, the velocijy information for both the car( (5) and the poles (81 and 8 2 ) are omitted which makes the task more difficult because the network has to estimate the internal state in order to compensate for the absence of the velocity information, which requires recurrent connections. The schema of the non-Markovian double pole balancing experiment is illustrated in Fig. 3.   l G 3 d 9 
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The network architecture used in the double pole balancing experiments was 3-10-2 with l bias node. The activation function used at the hidden and output layers was the hyperbolic tangent function. The most active output neuron represented the force, either 10N or -ION, applied to the cart. The network architecture is illustrated in Fig.  4 . Table  I shows that SENMP requires the fewest evaluations for finding a solution. In addition, SEhWP finds solutions by using a population size, which is over an order of magnitude smaller than the next smallest population size suggesting that SENMP can effectively search the fitness landscape and maintain the diversity of the population despite the small population size used. The results presented in Table J :.+;
The recurrent connections are required in order to solve the non-Markovian douhle pole balancing problem, which was the reason why the experiments were repeated using the normalization of the feedback factors. ?l e results are summarized in Table II . In this case, SENMP clearly shows a better performance in comparison with the other methods. Table Il shows that with normalization, the solution is found using a smaller number of evaluations than without normalization. In fact, this time SENMP requires about half a magnitude less evaluations than the next best method, which is NEAT. The standard deviation for SENMP in this experiment was 2,102. SENMP results are averages over 85 experiments. Fig . 5 shows the evolution of the neuron distribution of the neural network ensemble for four runs of the double pole balancing experiment. Fig. 5 illustrates how neuron clusters emerge and the neuron parameters 9, $, and U evolve.
The pole angles and the corresponding cart position for the neural network ensemble, corresponding to the neuron distribution in Fig. 5 , is shown in Fig. 6 for 500 time steps, i.e. IO seconds. The plots illustrate how the two poles are kept balanced and the cart remains within the required interval. The cart position plot in Fig. 6 is quasiperiodic with a period that is approximately 450 time steps, i.e. 9 seconds. The plot also shows that the can is moving withii the interval [-0.Sm,0.Sn~], which is well within the required intend [-1.2m, 1.2ml. The data in Fig. 6 demonstrates clearly that SENMP is also able to solve the non-Markovian double pole balancing task.
1v. CONCLUSION
The motivation behind SENMP was to study if, and how, spatially distributed and laterally interacting computational entities could he arranged and tuned by a stochastic process, driven by selectionist pressure, to create dynamic systems that exhibit purposeful behavior. The stochastic process was selected rather than a development program, because the development program is difficult to formulate and is unsuitable for gaining new insights into the adaptation process of an artificial life-form. SENMP is started from a dense cloud of neurons. The radius of this cloud can he interpreted as the temperature of the system. The gross features of the final state are seen at higher temperature (small radius), while fine details of the state appear at lower temperatures (larger radius), as the neurons migrate under the selective pressure implementing the necessary neural plasticity for the system. In this way SENMP can effectively maintain the diversity of the neural network population until a solution for the problem is found.
The feasibility of SENMP was demonstrated by evolving neural controllers that solve the non-Markovian double pole balancing problem. In the double pole balancing experiments, SENMP emerges as the most efficient approach, requiring the fewest evaluations and the smallest population size. In addition to the non-Markovian douhle pole balancing experiments, SENMP has earlier been used to evolve neural controllers for mobile robot navigation SENMP provides a novel and promising alternative for evolving neural controllers for dynamic systems such as mobile robots interacting with their environment [lo] . The analysis' of SENMP shows that the spatial distribution of neurons has a crucial role in the operation of SENMP, which gives further motivation to study systems composed, [IO] .
'cxeluded from this p a p due to limilcd space. 10 sccondr. The syslcm is controlled hy P neural nctwork that rcprescnts an acceptable ~olution for ik douhle polc balancinp piohlem. The plou ill~slrate how the can rumains within the 2.4m long track. i.e. at thc interval [-1.2m, 1.2m] whilc the plcs are kept halanced. This dam is produced hy the neural network cnremhle shown in Fig. 5 . of laterally interacting computational entities and their dynamics.
Interestingly, the approach taken in SENMP is to some extent related to the spatial ecology [9], [23], which addresses the fundamentaleffects of space on the dynamics of individual species and on the swcture, dynamics, diversity, and stability of multispecies communities. Indeed, it has been shown (231 that the spatial structure of a habitat can fundamentally alter the dynamics and outcomes of ecological processes. It is also clear that the spatial StmCNre of a habitat and the resulting dynamics is an adaptation -a result of a complex stochastic selection process.
Based on the experiments conducted with SENMP it is argued that space have a fundamental role in the dynamics of a system consisting of laterally interacting entities.
Furthermore, it is argued that rather simple mobile entities can be gradually guided by a selectionist process into a spatial pattern that exhibits purposeful dynamics with regard to a paiticular utility measure. In other words, if a suitable population of laterally interacting mobile entities exists. it is possible to gradually arrange the entities into a spatial pattern that exhibits the desired dynamics. Based on this observation, it can be hypothesized that biological evolution, for example, could utilize spatial patterns when creating purposeful complex dynamic systems -like OUT brain.
